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ABOUT MCCU - SL
The Millennium Challenge Coordinating Unit (MCCU) was created by the Government of Sierra Leone to
exercise and perform the Government's rights and obligations to oversee, manage and implement a $44M
Threshold Program (THP) funded by the Millennium Challenge Corporation in the United States of
America.The four years THP focuses on addressing two of the four binding constraints to growth identified in
Sierra Leone's constraints analysis (CA) 2015. These are:
1. Lack of access to reliable and affordable electricity; and
2. Lack of access to clean water and improved sanitation.
The objective of the MCCU Threshold Program is to support effective service delivery and strengthen the
financial viability of the electricity and water sectors. The THP was signed in November 2015 and entered into
force in February 2016. Key Government partners that work with the MCCU to ensure that its overall objectives
are achieved include Guma Valley Water Company (GVWC), Electricity Distribution and Supply Authority
(EDSA), Electricity Generation and Transmission Company (EGTC) and Electricity and Water Regulatory
Commission (EWRC), Ministry of Energy and Ministry of Water Resources.

Ministry of Water Resources and MCCU Embark on
Public Consultations on the development of first
Urban WASH Sector Roadmap

One of the public consultative meetings on the Roadmap development

MISSION OF MCCU

Working to reduce poverty through economic
growth in Sierra Leone.
For more information contact:
Millennium Challenge Coordinating Unit
23 Spur Road, Wilberforce,
Freetown.
Phone +232-79810211

MCCU and EWRC Conclude dry-run on Tariff Regulatory
Process with Utilities
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and Sanitation (MoHS) through
the Sierra Leone Threshold
Program to develop Sierra Leone's
first Urban WASH sector roadmap.
The objective of the roadmap is to
establish a long term planning
horizon through to 2030, but with a
particular short term focus on the
period;2018 to 2022 for urban
centers with a population greater
than 20,000.
Adam Smith International which is

Cont. on page 6
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Ensuring sustainable access to safe
drinking water and improved
sanitation for all by 2030 remains a
daunting task for the WASH sector
in Sierra Leone.
In res pons e to addres s ing
challenges in the sector, the
Millennium Challenge
Coordinating Unit (MCCU) is
working in partnership with the
Ministry of Water Resources
(MWR) and the Ministry of Health

currently providing institutional
strengthening support to Guma
Valley Water Company under the
Sierra Leone Threshold Program is
leading the process.
In order to make the process more
consultative and participatory,
nationwide consultative meetings
were held in the regional cities of
Bo, Kenema, Makeni and then the
capital, Freetown. During the
sessions, an overview of the
Roadmap which include water and
sanitation stresses and shocks that
affect urban localities, actions and
interventions that can strengthen
urban WASH and build resilience,
perceptions of the WASH sector
looking at the Strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and
threats to the delivery of
sustainable WASH service were
provided to participants. The
consultations brought together
Government stakeholders,
Paramount Chiefs, local Councils,
water utilities, Non-governmental
Organizations, Civil Society

I Met An
Honest Official

The Millennium Challenge Coordinating Unit
(MCCU) in collaboration with the Electricity
and Water Regulatory Commission (EWRC)
has conducted a dry-run on the tariff review
process for utilities in the Energy and Water
sectors. The dry-run is a practice tariff review
that is meant to provide both EWRC and the
utilities with hands-on experience going
through the processes involved in tariff
application, determination and approval.
The workshop which was facilitated by the
AARC Consultants is part of the MCCU's
Regulatory Strengthening project which aims at
supporting Government reforms to
operationalize the Electricity and Water
Regulatory Commission (“EWRC”) and build

Participants at final Dry-run workshop on tariff development

its core capacities to ensure transparency and to support the
long-term financial sustainability of the water and electricity

Minister of Water Resources Unveils 100 Days Plan to Water Sector
Stakeholders

MCC SCORECARD UPDATE, FY 2018

2. Restoring pipe-borne water supply in district
head quarter towns
3. Construction of boreholes and gravity water
supply facilities in hard-to-reach Peri-urban
areas in western area and the provinces
4. Rehabilitation of dams, water distribution
network and construction of standpipes in
deprived communities
5. Water sector reforms to improve performance
in service delivery and
6. Conservation and climate change mitigation
strategies.
The Minister further called on stakeholders in the
sector to work in close collaboration with the
Government in order to achieve increased access to
water across the country. He said:
Minister of Water Resources, Dr. Jonathan Tengbe

“Having gone through the terms of reference for the
steering committee, what comes out clearly is that
there is a greater need for effective coordination and
collaboration of the water sector with emphasis not
only on the alignment of donor support to
Government's strategic objectives which in this case
is the new direction, but also to effectively and
efficiently monitor major projects in the sector to
ensure that there is improved sector performance in
terms of service delivery”.
He stated that the activities will be implemented and
monitored across the short term (3 Months duration),
medium term (17 Months duration) and long term (40
Months duration). He assured all that the Ministry will
soon put together a comprehensive water and
sanitation strategic plan to guide investment in the
sector.

In his maiden meeting with the water sector steering
committee shortly after his appointment as the new
Minister of Water Resources, Dr. Jonathan Tengbe has
disclosed his Ministry's 100 Days Plan for the water
sector and also emphasized the new Government's
commitment to increasing access to safe drinking
water and improved sanitation.
While delivering his keynote address to stakeholders
at the well-attended Water sector steering committee
meeting organized by the Millennium Challenge
Coordinating Unit (MCCU) at the Hill Valley Hotel in
Freetown, the Minister highlighted key activities his
Ministry plans to undertake within his first 100 days in
office. The activities include:
1. Development of a new water reservoir for
Freetown

ERERA Delegation Visits EWRC and Energy Ministry
A four-man delegation from the
ECOWAS Regional Electricity
Regulatory Authority (ERERA)
which is the regulator of regional
cross-border trade of electricity in
West Africa and the West African
Power Pool (WAPP) on Thursday
17th May 2018 met with the
Chairman, Commissioners, a cross
– section of Management of the
Sierra Leone Electricity and Water
Regulatory Commission
(SLEWRC) and the newly
Cont. on page 3

The ERERA team with stakeholders in the Sierra Leone Energy Sector
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appointed Minister of Energy,
Alhaji Kanja Sesay and his team in
Freetown.
The visit was part of ERERA's
sensitization tour around the sub
region aimed at informing
stakeholders in the electricity
sector in ECOWAS on the status of
the achievements and modalities
that have been put in place for the
implementation of the ECOWAS
Regional Electricity Market. The
visit also included discussions on
plans for the launching of the
Regional Electricity Market in
June, 2018 in Cotonou, Benin
Republic.
In his statement, the ERERA
Chairman Dr. Honore Bogler said
that the launch of the electricity
market will develop the
infrastructure needed to ensure
reliable and affordable energy to
the people of member states. He
went on to say that such a market
will ensure a larger pool of readily
available power for sale, adding
that in order to ensure this, it is
hoped that international investors
will be attracted to develop the
region's huge energy potential.
Head of the Economic Regulations
at the Sierra Leone Electricity and
Water Regulatory Commission,
Brima Bah said that the ECOWAS
Regional Electricity Market will
help facilitate cross-border trade in
electricity among the 15 African
countries and noted that Sierra
Leone stands to benefit greatly
from the partnership.
The delegation comprised the
ERERA Chairman, Professor
Honore Bogler; ERERA Council
Member, Dr. Haliru Dikko; the
Director of Energy of the
ECOWAS Commission, Mr.
Bayaornibe Dabire and WAPP
Systems Operations Program
Officer Honore Sanou, also had an
interactive session with the senior
management teams of EDSA and
EGTC.

MCCU sends GVWC Staff on Learning Visits to
Ghana and The Netherlands

Guma Valley team in discussion with their Ghanaian
counterparts during the learning visit

As part of continuous efforts to build
the institutional capacity of Guma
Valley Water Company (GVWC) to
enable it deliver effective and
financially sustainable services to
the people of Freetown, the
Millennium Challenge
Coordinating Unit(MCCU) within
the framework of the Sierra Leone
Threshold Program under
implementation, funded by the
Millennium Challenge Corporation
(MCC) has facilitated a learning
visit for key staff of GVWC to
Ghana and the Netherlands.
A delegation which comprised nine
(9) participants, of which seven (7)
are employees from GVWC
including the Deputy General
Manager, Commercial Services,
Maada Kpenge, Abraham
Mdlongwa, Human Resources (HR)
Advisor of Adam Smith
International (ASI) attached to
GVWC, and the Director of Water
Sector Reform Project (WSRP),
MCCU visited the Ghana Water
Company Limited (GWCL) from
the 17th June to the 1st July 2018 in
order to get a first-hand experience
on service delivery performance
improvement programme (PIP),
supported by an innovative
technology based system that has
contributed to improve the
performance of the utility in service
delivery over the past 10 years. It is

intended that the lessons learnt from
the visit will inform the strategic
choices available to the company as
they are currently on the verge of
finalising their Strategic
Performance Improvement
Programme (SPIP) which will
provide a specific direction for the
company.
The Ghana Water Company Limited
(GWCL) was chosen based on its
vast experience over the years in
operating innovative technologybased systems in asset management,
commercial and customer relations
management which has improved
revenue collection, reduced
opportunities for graft as well as
illegal connections and increased
customer satisfaction.
The Director of Water Sector
Reform Project at MCCU,
Ansumana Swarray
said the
experience sharing and learning
visit will help Guma staff to have a
good understanding of the drivers of
t h e G h a n a Wa t e r C o m p a n y
Limited's recent improved
performance and appreciation of
what will work in the Guma and
Sierra Leone context. He said focus
was on the commercial, ICT systems
adopted by GWCL and their
implications for improved revenue,
financial growth, productivity and
manpower development which the
MCCU institutional strengthening
Cont. on page 4
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activity is supporting GVWC to
address. Ansumana further disclosed
that a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) has been
proposed and under this MoU, the
two companies would share lessons
and good practices from
experiences, as well as work towards
attaining the United Nations'
sustainable development goal six,
which aims at ensuring access to
safely-managed water services for
all by 2030.
Deputy General Manager of GVWC,
Maada Kpenge who was head of
delegation during the visit said
GVWC continues to struggle to
supply potable water to about 1.5
million people in Freetown and
surrounding peri-urban
communities. He described the visit
as a learning opportunity for the
team which allowed them to study
the structure of GWCL, and learned
a lot about ways to improve the tariff
structure, metering system, revenue
collection and the general
governance structure to enhance
service delivery. Mr. Kpenge said the
proposed MoU with the GWCL will
strengthen cooperation as well as
improve knowledge and skills
transfer between the two institutions.
In another development, MCCU has
also sponsored another staff of
GVWC, Alie Madhi Kabba,
Monitoring and Evaluation, and
Resettlement Manager to attend a
two-week practical training course
on Land Acquisition, Resettlement
and Social Sustainability at the
University of Groningen in the
Netherlands in June 2018. The
objective of the training is to
strengthen and build the capacity of
the utilities to manage resettlement
and other social related issues
associated with utility operations in
service delivery. The training is an
initiative of the World Bank Group
and is delivered by leading social
assessment and resettlement
practitioners with the aim of
promoting understanding about and
developing skills in managing the
social risks and impacts associated
with development projects using
established good practices and
international standards.

UPDATE ON MAJOR MCCU SERVICE CONTRACTS

From page 1

CEO, MCCU Ndeye Fatu Koroma addressing participants at the final workshop

sectors.
One key function of the EWRC as a
regulatory body is to approve tariffs
charged by utilities like the Guma
Valley Water Company (GVWC),
Sierra Leone Water Company
(SALWACO) and the Electricity
Distribution and Supply Authority
(EDSA) for the services they
p r o v i d e f o l l o w i n g a t a r i ff
application. In order to carry out
this function, the commission relies
on information provided by these
utilities and are then analyzed to
determine whether the rate is
reasonable or fair based on the cost
of services which informs the
model that has been introduced.
Lead Consultant of AARC, Denzel
Hankinson explained that the dryrun is a standard practice that is
consistent with what pertains in
other countries that have
independent regulatory institutions.
The wrap up workshop on the tariff
development process gives both the
Commission and Utilities the
opportunity to clarify certain
information that have been
submitted by the Utilities and
reviewed by the Commission and to
identify areas for improvement. It
also allows representatives from
consumer groups to engage on the
proposed tariffs.
Addressing participants at the end
of the final workshop, the Director
General of EWRC, Tamba Kellie
noted that the commission has a
responsibility to hold the balance
between the service providers and
the consumers bearing in mind that
these utilities; GVWC,
SALWACO, EDSA are providing
essential services to the public and
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the price they charge needs to be
fair and at the same time capable of
sustaining their operations. The
Director General noted that the
exercise is designed to further
elaborate the process and to build
about going over the process
involved in tariff application to
make sure that everybody is on the
same page on what data and steps
that are required in making a tariff
application.
The Chief Executive Officer
MCCU, Ndeye Fatu Koroma
expressed how impressed she was
with the level of participation of the
Utilities in the entire process. She
said that the willingness
demonstrated by the management
of EWRC to robustly undertake this
dry-run signals their desire to build
the reputation and authority of the
institution. She further noted that
significant progress has been made
with the help of the AARC
Consultants in guiding the tariff
development process and seeing
the utilities participate in the
process shows their willingness
and understanding of what needs to
be done in order to improve service
delivery and improve the financial
viability of the two sectors.
EDSA's Corporate Planning and
Project Manager, Milton Ngegbai
who participated in the process said
that the current tariff charged is not
reflective of the cost of service.
This new tariff development
process will give EDSA an
opportunity to rationalize their
tariff in a manner that will result in
improved service delivery.

Contract title

Consultant

Contract Value

Start Date

Power Sector
Roadmap and
Coordination
Activity

Adam Smith
International

$2,900,000

9th Jan, 2017

?
The Power Sector Roadmap Action Plan endorsed by
stakeholders.
?
Reform Advisor is embedded in the Ministry of Energy to
commence the implementation of the Power Sector Action
Plan.
?
Final IPP Solicitation Process Report, Template Project
Documents and IPP Framework has been resubmitted by
Consultants following incorporation of comments.
?
Financial Sustainability Plan has been resubmitted.
?
Two workshops, one on the Financial Sustainability Plan and
the other on the IPP Framework were held in April 2018.
?
The Exit Workshop was held in the end of April 2018.

Institutional
Strengthening
(Power Sector
Expansion
Planning).

A F Mercados
EMI

$ 665,356

28th May 2018

?
Key Staff embedded in the Ministry
?
Draft Inception Report submitted.

Regulatory
Strengthening &
Tariff Development
Activity

AARC
Management
Consultants
Limited,

$1,579,657

10th March, 2017

?
All of the requisite regulations have been drafted and have
been presented to the beneficiary entities. Ensuing
comments have been incorporated.
?
Two workshops, on the Technical Codes and ot her
Regulatory Instruments were held in early April 2018.
?
A series of consultative meetings have been held with
beneficiary entities on the Financial Model with the final
workshop will be scheduled for late June 2018.
?
A ‘Dry Run’ Tariff Application and Review Process was held
with EDSA, SALWACO and GVWC.
?
The Final Workshop was held in mid - April 2018.
?
Exit Workshop was held on the 30 th April 2018

Consultant Services

SMEC
International Pty
Limited

$1,299,733

1st June, 2016

?
At the final stages of Physical Mapping and
Conditions Assessment of Distribution System.
?
Hydraulic Modelling is underway.
?
Surveying of the GVWC distribution network was completed
in May 2018. The map is expected to be validated.

Adam Smith
International

$6,292,525

23rd
2017

?
Commenced work on the development of GVWC’s Strategic
Performance Improvement Plan (SPIP).
?
Development of Urban Water Sector Road Map underway.
?
Selection ofDistrict Metering Areas is complete and baseline
studies are ongoing.

NIMBA Research
and Consultancy
Co. Limited

$ 615,648

8th February
2018.

for
Physical Mapping,

Status

, Australia

Distribution System
Conditions
Assessment and
Hydraulic Modeling
for Guma Valley
Water
Company (GVWC)

Guma
Valley Water

October,

Company (GVWC)
Institutional
Strengthening,
Urban WASH Sector
Coordination and
District
Metering Area and
Water Kiosk
Demonstration
Pilot.
Consultancy for
Alternative Water
Services Providers
Regulation
Landscape Study.

?
Inception Phase completed.
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GVWC to pilot DMA and water Kiosk Demonstration in Aberdeen
and Kingtom Communities

Female and male users participating in the Focused Group Discussion
on the DMA and water kiosk model

Guma Valley Water Company
(GVWC) is charged with the
mandate to provide clean drinking
water to the Freetown municipality,
but the Company is severely
constrained by an aging network
and a dam capacity that cannot
meet the demands of the
population.
In a bid to strengthening the
capacity of GVWC to deliver
sustainable water supply services
to the people, the Millennium
Challenge Coordinating Unit
(MCCU) through the Sierra Leone
Threshold Program
implementation, funded by the
Millennium Challenge
Corporation (MCC) of the United
States of America is currently
working on several capacity
strengthening activities for GVWC
which are being delivered by Adam
Smith International. MCCU will
support Guma to implement a
District Metering Area (DMA) and
Water Kiosk Demonstration pilot
project at the Aberdeen and
Kingtom communities. This
demonstration will provide Guma
an on-the-ground practicum to test
and develop sustainable service
improvement and delivery systems
that can be institutionalized.

The District Metering Area and
Kiosk demonstration also hopes to
establish a District Metering Area
(DMA) within which Guma can
design, test and scale innovative
approaches to improve and sustain
water service delivery and
operationalize such practices. In
addition to establishing the DMAs,
Guma will also be piloting a
public-private partnership (PPP)
model for the operation and
management of public stand pipes
in the pilot communities.
In order to prepare the minds of
beneficiaries ahead of the
implementation of the DMA, a
series of community engagement

meetings and interviews were held
to solicit feedback from direct
users in the selected pilot
communities on the design and
management of the proposed water
Kiosks and stand pipes. The
engagements with community
leaders, women, children
entrepreneurs and other
community structures were aimed
at getting them to understand the
relevance of the DMA and to solicit
their views on what design they
consider as user-friendly and will
lessen the current challenge faced
with accessing water.
A Consultant from MCC, Andy
Mull led the data collection and
engagement process in the two
communities. He assured
community participants that
feedback received from the
different sessions will inform the
final decision on the design of the
stand pipes or water kiosks.

Children thinking of options for water Kiosk model in their community
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MCCU to introduce Result Based Financing Activity to Boost
Performance of Implementing Entities
key drivers and motivators for performance at the
water and electricity utilities and regulating
commission.
MCCU will recruit a firm to design the RBF activity
through a partnership process. As part of the
recruitment process, MCCU organized a 2-day Cocreation workshop on behalf of implementing entities
to dialogue with applicants to better refine partnership
ideas.
During the Co-Creation workshop, MCCU's Chief
Executive Officer, Ndeye Fatu Koroma said the RBF
activity aims to establish an understanding of some of
the key drivers and motivators for performance at the
utilities and to design and implement a “pay-forresults component” to measure the sustainability of
Program funded capacity improvements and skills
building activities at the utilities. She informed
stakeholders at the workshop that the project design
phase will kick-off in August 2018 and full
implementation is expected to commence in January
2019 to January 2020.
Representatives from the entities were delighted to
hear about the RBF Activity which they considered as
a move that will facilitate efficiency and competition
for quality service delivery.

As part of the efforts to gauge knowledge transfer and
capacity building undertaken in the Threshold
Program, the Millennium Challenge Coordinating
Unit (MCCU) with funding from the Millennium
Challenge Corporation (MCC) of the United States of
America has set aside $5million for the design and
implementation of a Results-Based Financing (RBF)
Activity targeting the Guma Valley Water Company
(GVWC), the Electricity Distribution and Supply
Authority (EDSA), the Electricity Generation and
Transmission Company (EGTC) and the Electricity
and Water Regulatory Commission (EWRC).
The Results-Based Financing Activity is designed to
complement the technical assistance inputs provided
under the Regulatory Strengthening Project by giving
the regulator key performance indicators by which
they can assess the sustainability of capacity
improvements and knowledge transfer at targeted
utilities through conditional, performance-based
disbursements to such utilities if they achieve key
performance indicators (KPIs). It will also strengthen
and reinforce the role of EWRC as the regulator and at
the same time incentivize improved utility
performance. This RBF activity will help the
government and other stakeholders to understand the

ACC engages Integrity Management Committees on Pay No Bribe Campaign
As part of the internal mechanisms
to promulgate the fight against
corruption within Government
Ministries Agencies and
Departments (MDAs), the AntiCorruption Commission established
Integrity Management Committees
to support the implementation of the
National Anti –Corruption Strategy
(NACS) in their institutions.
The Anti-Corruption Commission
(ACC) in collaboration with Coffey
International held a one-day
workshop for Integrity Management
Committees (IMCs) in different
Government Ministries,
Departments and Agencies (MDAs)
in May, 2018 to discuss and finalize
the newly developed standard
operating procedures for reporting
on Pay No Bribe (PNB) actions and
to share ideas on what they have
been working on for the period
under review.
ACC Commissioner Ady Macauley
Esq. requested the committee

members within the MDAs to see
the PNB as a campaign which seeks
to improve public service delivery in
the MDAs. Reports of bribery
received by the Commission and
actions the MDAs have taken or
intend to take to address issues
reported were also discussed during
the engagement.
The Manager of the National AntiCorruption Strategy Secretariat,
Edita Fofana disclosed that the ACC
report center and the PNB platform
have been merged into one and that
the public can now report cases of
bribery and corruption through the
515 toll free line. She acknowledged
the cooperation her office has been
receiving from MDAs countrywide,
but also singled out the challenge of
late responses to complaints
received from members of the
public.
Speaking on the PNB operational
plan, Communications Consultant,
Olabisi Garrick said the PNB
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Communications plan was designed
to serve as a blueprint to guide and
direct outreach and communications
on the campaign. She said the plan
will increase reporting from
members of the public, particularly
on the use of the 515 toll free line
and the PNB app.
Several updates were provided by
representatives of the MDAs
including the Sierra Leone Police,
Judiciary, Electricity Distribution
and Supply Authority, Sierra Leone
Water Company and Guma Valley
Water Company.
In another development, the
Commission has been embarking on
a massive public awareness as part
of its continued strategic
engagement aimed at mustering
public ownership and buy-in to the
Pay No Bribe (PNB) campaign.
Series of engagements were held
with key stakeholders in different
parts of the country.

organizations
From
page 1

and the private
sector.
Speaking at the consultative
sessions,the MWR's Acting
Director, Augustine Tucker said
WASH is a key component of
socio-economic development in
any nation, and hence, is one of the
strategic development priorities of
the new Government. The Acting
Director emphasized that his
Ministry views an Urban WASH
Sector Roadmap as a blueprint and
a development tool which helps the
sector to achieve the objective of
the National WASH policy of 2010
which aims at achieving
sustainable provision and access to
safe water supply and sanitation
facilities in urban areas. Augustine
Tucker added that the intervention
of MCCU with support from the
Millennium Challenge
Corporation of the United States of
America to further this objective in
urban areas of the country and
more specifically in Freetown is a
commendable effort.
The urban WASH Sector Roadmap
encapsulates six thematic areas in
WASH including water resources
management, water supply, fecal
sludge management, solid waste
management, wastewater
management and hygiene
promotion.
The Chief Operating Officer,
MCCU, Abdul Bangura said it is
the expectation of MCCU that the
roadmap will promote more
effective, efficient and unified
urban WASH sector. He applauded
stakeholders for their active
participation in the consultative
sessions and assured them that all
what they have recommended will
be considered and entreated the
Consultant leading the process to
ensure that the end product which
is the Roadmap reflects the
aspiration of the people for the
sector.
For the purpose of this Roadmap,
the Ministry of Water Resources
and stakeholders considered an
urban context to be an area with a
population of 20,000 people as
defined in the 2010 National
WASH policy.

MCCU CEO and team visit Guma Hydraulic
Modeling Flow Meter testing site

PHOTO NEWS
The nationwide consultative meetings held in all regional cities of Bo, Kenema,
Makeni and the capital, Freetown.

MCCU Chief Operating Officer, Abdul P Bangura making a statement at
the closing of the Consultative session in Freetown.

A participant making a presentation at the Bo Consultative meeting

CEO, Ndeye Fatu Koroma and team at the flow meter testing site

Amidst the many challenges Guma Valley Water Company (GVWC) is
confronted with is the lack of an accurate mechanism to monitor the water
flow through its transmission and distribution lines. This has resulted in
the inability of GVWC to quantify water losses and manage demandsupply issues experienced by the Company over the years. As part of
efforts to address this challenge, a study is currently underway to do a
physical mapping, distribution systems condition assessment and
hydraulic modeling of the Guma network. The study which is being
undertaken by SMEC International, is supported by the Millennium
Challenge Coordinating Unit (MCCU) through the Sierra Leone
Threshold Program implementation funded by the Millennium
Challenge Corporation (MCC) of the United States of America.
A demonstration of the flow metering was done by the Consultant at the
main Guma transmission lines at Mile 13 in the West of Freetown. The
flow meters captures water flow and pressure within the pipe network
with the aid of a computer based monitoring system.
The Chief Executive Officer, MCCU Ndeye Fatu Koroma visited the
testing site together with the Chief Operating Officer, Abdul Bangura and
Ansumana Swarray, Director of Water Sector Reform Project at MCCU
to ascertain first-hand information on the efficacy of the technology. The
CEO was highly impressed with the tool and noted the importance of
accurate data in guiding decisions that Guma management will make to
address the water situation in Freetown and its environs. She urged the
Consultant to ensure that local Guma staff are trained on reading,
operating and calibrating the tool in the case that GVWC seeks to use the
technology in the future to collect data.
Explaining the advantages of running a flow metering system on GVWC
pipe network, Gordon Smith, team leader of SMEC International said
that the information allows Guma to set priorities for development,
expansion and reducing leakage within the system. The Consultant
further stated that the new system will tell GVWC how much water is
flowing through the pipes which is a critical input for the hydraulic
model.

Participants in a group session

Director General of EWRC, Tamba Kelly making a statement during the
Freetown consultative meeting. Sitting next to him is S.K Kamanda,
Deputy Secretary in the Chief Minister's Office.

Makeni consultative meeting

The Freetown Consultative meeting held at the Hill Valley Hotel.

Kenema Consultative session

Bo Consultative meeting
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